
Go for a walk or a
drive and name as
many things as you

can in your 
Indigenous languageece.gov.nt.ca/en/MAP

Make a goal to learn 
or speak more of your
Indigenous language.

Share on social 
media with hashtag

#NWTILM

Follow the 
NWT Literacy

Council on social
media

Learn to count to 10
in an Indigenous

 language. If you dare,
post a video of 

yourself with hashtag 
#NWTILM

For 1 full day, say
"thank you" using
your Indigenous

language 

Learn the terms for
your community,
region, and the
territory in your

Indigenous language

Name 5 fish using 
your Indigenous

language

Introduce yourself
using one of the 9
official Indigenous
languages of the 

NWT 

Play a game of 
Go Fish in your
Indigenous
language

Lead with your
Indigenous 

language in all
conversations for 

1 hour

Follow someone on
social media who

promotes 
Indigenous language

revitalization

Post a picture of the
weather on social 

media and describe it 
in an Indigenous

language. Use hashtag 
 #NWTILM

For 1 day, begin 
all of your text
messages with

greetings in your
Indigenous language 

Listen to an
Indigenous

language program
on the radio

Use hashtag
#NWTILM on a
post today

Learn to say 
“Let’s go fishing” 
in your Indigenous

language

Make fish 
chowder for 

dinner using the 
ILM 2022 

Fish Chowder Recipe

Ask a friend or
someone you work 
with to teach you
something in their

Indigenous language

Name the 9 
official Indigenous
languages in the

NWT

Post a picture of
your fish chowder

with hashtag
#NWTILM

Speak in your
Indigenous

language to a
child

Post a photo of a 
local fish species and 

 its name in an 
Indigenous language. 
Use hashtag #NWTILM

For 1 meal, speak
only in your
Indigenous
language

Offer someone 
tea or coffee in 
an Indigenous

language

Learn about the 
Mentor 

Apprenticeship
Program at

Indigenous Languages Month 2022

Let’s Go Fishing Adult Bingo

Visit https://www.nwtliteracy.ca/indigenous-languages-month to learn about prizes and more!

Take a photo of your BINGO card and submit by February 28th to: NWTILM@nwtliteracy.ca

Add comments/photos of your Indigenous Languages Month 2022 activities or post them on social media #NWTILM

 

*Your Indigenous language can be the language your family speaks or the language spoken in the community where you live.*
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